In the classroom with the JP’s
The JP’s made shapes with their bodies and skipping ropes
Triangle

Circle

Square

Rectangle
The JP’s have also been learning about 2D and 3D shapes

Georgia made a circle
Toby made a cube

Eden made a pentagon

Bailey made a sphere

Hannah made a hexagon
Todd made lots of
shapes including a
square based pyramid

We would also like to give a big
thank you shout out to the WHITE
family—Louise, Travis, Toby, Todd and
Ned who came over the weekend and
finished off this load of bark chips.
We have more loads coming in so if you would like
to help us in spreading them out please see either
Kel or Kathy in the Front Office.

The fabulous recess and lunchtime
workers Todd, Zayden and Ty, who voluntarily shoveled and raked bark chips
for the new swing area in week 2.

Awesome writing from the JP’s
Persuasive Writing

We shouldn’t have sugar every
day because sugar is bad and
makes your teeth fall out and
makes your gums rot. It could
make you sick and you lose money for going to the dentist and
you might not be able to eat.

Children should not eat lollies
every day. It’s not healthy to
eat too much sugar.
Georgia

Children should not eat lollies.
Lollies can kill you cause they are
not good for your heart. They
make your teeth fall out of the
dentist will have to take your
teeth out.
Ty

Isaac

We shouldn’t eat lollies every
day. I believe you can get a disease and die or get really sick.
Your teeth will fall out. You
can’t talk without teeth. They
are not healthy for you.
Bailey

Information Reports
Lemons

Hot chips

Lemons are sour they have yellow skins. They grow on lemon trees. You can make lemon juice and lemon pies. You
can put lemon juice on chicken and salads. It’s a good food.
It’s a healthy food for school.

Hot chips are made from potato. Hot chips have salt.
Hot chips are yellow. You cook them in a fryer. Hot
chips get eaten by people. You buy them from Macdonald’s, KFC and Hungry Jacks. Hot chips are a good
snack. Hot chips are yummy and hot inside you.

Zayden

Todd
Silent ball

Hide and seek chasey.

Silent ball is a game with a ball. If you talk you have to sit
down. If you throw bad you sit down and you’re out.
Silent ball can be an anywhere game. You can’t play it by
yourself. In silent ball you use a soft ball. Anybody can
play silent ball. It can have a rule called hot potato. In hot
potato you can only hold the ball for five seconds. Silent
ball is a fun game.

This is a running and hiding game. It can be played
inside or outside. You need six or more people.
Pick people to be it. They count to ten and everyone goes and hides. The it people go to find the
other people.
Hannah

Toby

Narrative writing
Mole was digging a hole. She was black. Her name was Michelle. This is a strong mole. She was in Los Vegas. The mole got
stuck in the hole. The mole dug more until the mole found a way out. She ended up in someone’s backyard.
Eden

